Stairs
living room

upstairs
lift

downstairs

In a house, are the bedrooms usually downstairs?
No, in a house ...; they're usually upstairs
And is the living room usually upstairs?
No, the living room ...; it's usually downstairs
If you had to get to a room that was on the tenth floor of a
building, would you take the stairs or the lift?
If I had to..., I'd take the lift
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lip

lipstick

Is this my top lip?
No, it isn't your top lip;
it's your bottom lip
Do you think women look better with or without lipstick?
I think women look better…
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hit

arrest

What am I doing?
You're hitting the table with your hand
Have you ever hit your head getting into a car?
Yes, I've hit my head ...
~ No, I've never hit my head ..
What'd happen if you hit a policeman?
If | hit a policeman, he'd arrest me
Have you ever seen anyone arrested?
Yes, I've seen someone arrested
~ No, I've never seen anyone arrested
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fair

fairly

just

moderate

unfair

The word "fair" has five different meanings, which are as follows:
(fair hair), (industrial and agricultural fairs, for example),
(just), (moderate), and (funfair).

What are the five meanings of the word "fair"?
The five meanings of the word "fair" are ...
Do people become darker and darker in hair colour as we go
Towards the north of Europe?
No, people don't...; they become fairer and fairer
Do you speak English fairly well now?
Yes, I speak English fairly well now
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If I asked everyone in this room twenty questions but only
asked you two, would that be fair?
No, if you asked ... but only asked me two, it
wouldn't be fair; it'd be unfair
Do they ever have a funfair in this town?
Yes, they sometimes have ...
~ No, they never have ...
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